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QUASI-REGULAR REPRESENTATIONS OF DISCRETE
GROUPS AND ASSOCIATED C∗-ALGEBRAS
BACHIR BEKKA AND MEHRDAD KALANTAR
Abstract. Let G be a countable group. We introduce several
equivalence relations on the set Sub(G) of subgroups of G, de-
fined by properties of the quasi-regular representations λG/H as-
sociated to H ∈ Sub(G) and compare them to the relation of G-
conjugacy of subgroups. We define a class Subsg(G) of subgroups
(these are subgroups with a certain spectral gap property) and
show that they are rigid, in the sense that the equivalence class
of H ∈ Subsg(G) for any one of the above equivalence relations
coincides with the G-conjugacy class of H. Next, we introduce a
second class Subw−par(G) of subgroups (these are subgroups which
are weakly parabolic in some sense) and we establish results con-
cerning the ideal structure of the C∗-algebra C∗λG/H (G) generated
by λG/H for subgroups H which belong to either one of the classes
Subw−par(G) and Subsg(G). Our results are valid, more generally,
for induced representations IndGH σ, where σ is a representation of
H ∈ Sub(G).
1. Introduction
Let G be a countable discrete group. By results of Glimm [Gli61] and
Thoma [Tho68], the classification of unitary dual Ĝ, that is, the set of
irreducible unitary representations of G up to unitary equivalence, is
hopeless, unless G is virtually abelian. By contrast, the primitive ideal
space Prim(G), that is, the set of irreducible unitary representations
of G up to weak equivalence (see Section 7), is a more accessible dual
space of G : indeed, Prim(G), equipped with a natural Borel structure,
is known to be a standard Borel space for any countable group G (see
[Eff63]).
Examples of irreducible unitary representations of G are given by the
quasi-regular representations (λG/H , ℓ
2(G/H)) of self-commensurating
subgroups H (see Subsection 2.6). Given two such subgroups H and
L, a natural question is: when do λG/H and λG/L define the same point
in Prim(G), that is, when are λG/H and λG/L weakly equivalent? One
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of our main concerns in this paper is to study this question as well as
related problems.
Let Sub(G) be the set of subgroups of G and Rep(G) the set of
unitary representations of G on a separable Hilbert space. Consider
the map
Λ : Sub(G)→ Rep(G), H 7→ λG/H .
The group G acts by conjugation on Sub(G) and Λ factorizes to a map
Sub(G)/∼conj → Rep(G)/∼un,
where Sub(G)/∼conj is the set of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G
and Rep(G)/∼un is the set of equivalence classes of unitary represen-
tations of G.
The sets Sub(G) and Rep(G) carry natural topologies, respectively
the Chabauty topology and the Fell topology. The map Λ is continuous
with respect to these topologies (see Proposition 3.3 below) and so
factorizes to a map
Sub(G)/∼w−conj → Rep(G)/∼w−un,
where Sub(G)/∼w−conj is the quasi-orbit space of Sub(G) with respect
to the action of G (see Section 3) and Rep(G)/∼w−un is the set of weak
equivalence classes of unitary representations of G.
Unitary equivalence and weak equivalence of representations induce
through the map Λ : Sub(G)→ Rep(G) two other equivalence relations
∼rep and ∼w−rep on Sub(G) :
• H ∼rep L if λG/H and λG/L are equivalent;
• H ∼w−rep L if λG/H and λG/L are weakly equivalent.
So, we have four equivalence relations ∼conj, ∼w−conj, ∼rep and ∼w−rep
on Sub(G), the strongest and the weakest of which being ∼conj and
∼w−rep, respectively. The following diagram summarizes the relation-
ships between these equivalence relations (for more details, see Propo-
sition 3.2 below):
H ∼w−conj L
=⇒ 6
=⇒ =⇒
6 =⇒
H ∼conj L
6=
⇒
6=⇒
H ∼w−rep L
=⇒
6 =⇒
=⇒ 6
=⇒
H ∼rep L
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A natural question is: which subgroupsH of G are rigid with respect
to one of the relations ∼w−conj,∼rep, or ∼w−rep in the sense that the
equivalence class of H with respect to one of these relations coincides
with the conjugacy class of H? In particular, which subgroups have
the strongest form of rigidity, that is, their ∼w−rep-equivalence class
and the conjugacy class coincide?
In this view, we introduce the class Subsg(G) of what we call sub-
groups with the spectral gap property; this is the class of sub-
groups H of G such that the trivial representation 1H is isolated in
the spectrum of the natural representation of H on ℓ2(G/H). The class
Subsg(G) contains all subgroups with Kazhdan’s property (T) which are
moreover strongly self-commensurating (see Definition 4.4 for this no-
tion); the class Subsg(G) contains also all non-amenable a-normal sub-
groups, that is, non-amenable subgroups H of G such that H ∩ gHg−1
is amenable for every g ∈ G \ H . As an example, H = SLn−1(Z)
belongs to Subsg(G) for G = SLn(Z) and n ≥ 3 (see Example 7.7);
other examples include non-amenable maximal parabolic subgroups of
convergence groups (see Proposition 5.15 below).
Our first result shows that subgroups from the class Subsg(G) are
rigid in the sense mentioned above.
Theorem A. Let G be a countable group andH ∈ Subsg(G). Then H is
representation rigid inside the class of self-commensurating subgroups
of G : if L ∈ Sub(G) is self-commensurating, then the representations
λG/H and λG/L are weakly equivalent if and only if L is conjugate to
H.
Our next result deals with the ideal structure of the C∗-algebra
C∗λG/H (G), that is, the closure in B(ℓ
2(G/H)) of the linear span of
λG/H(G) for the norm topology (see Subsection 2.2). For subgroups
H ∈ Subsg(G), we prove the following result.
Theorem B. The C∗-algebra C∗λG/H (G) contains the ideal I of compact
operators on ℓ2(G/H) and I is the smallest non-zero ideal of C∗λG/H (G):
every non-zero two-sided closed ideal of C∗λG/H (G) contains I.
Next, we introduce a second class of subgroups: the class Subw−par(G)
of what we call weakly parabolic subgroups of G; this is the class of
subgroups H of G for which there exists a topologically free boundary
action Gy X such that X admits an H-invariant probability measure
(concerning the notion of a boundary action, see Subsection 5.2 below).
When G has a topologically free boundary action G y X , then every
amenable subgroup are well as every point stabilizer of X belongs to
the class Subw−par(G); see also Example 6.3.
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For the class of weakly parabolic subgroups, we prove the following
result which generalizes a criterion from [KK17] for the reduced C∗-
algebra C∗red(G) to be simple.
Theorem C. Let G be a countable group and H ∈ Subw−par(G).
(i) The regular representation λG factorizes to a representation of
C∗λG/H (G); so, the reduced C
∗-algebra C∗red(G) of G is isomor-
phic to C∗λG/H (G)/I, where I is the kernel of λG in C
∗
λG/H
(G).
(ii) I is the largest proper ideal of C∗λG/H (G): every proper two-sided
closed ideal of C∗λG/H (G) is contained in I.
Theorem B has the following consequence for the space Prim(G).
Corollary D. Let G be a countable group. The natural map
Subsg(G)→ Prim(G), H 7→ [λG/H ]
factorizes to an injective map from the quotient space Subsg(G)/G to
Prim(G), where [λG/H ] denotes the weak equivalence class of λG/H .
Actually, we prove much stronger versions of Theorem A, Theorem B,
Theorem C, and Corollary D; indeed, our results are valid more gener-
ally for induced representations IndGH σ for a representation σ of H : see
respectively Theorem 4.3, Theorem 7.4, Theorem 7.2, and Theorem 7.1
below.
We apply our results to the case of subgroups arising as point-
stabilizers of actions G y X of G on Hausdorff topological spaces
X . In particular (see Theorem 5.1), we prove that, for the stan-
dard action T y S1 of Thompson’s group T on the circle and for
x, y ∈ S1 \ {e2piiθ | θ ∈ Q} which do not belong to the same T -orbit,
the following hold:
Tx ∼w−conj Ty and Tx 6∼rep Ty,
where Tx and Ty denote the stabilizers of x and y in T , respectively.
Interesting examples of subgroups H which belong to either one of
the classes Subsg(G) or Subw−par(G) arise as point-stabilizers of actions
G y X , where X is extremally disconnected or where G y X is a
topologically free boundary action (see Section 5 below).
One example of a group G and a subgroup H which belong to both
classes Subsg(G) and Subw−par(G) is given by G = PSLn(Z) and H =
PSLn−1(Z) for n ≥ 3 (see Example 7.7). Our results show in particular
that Prim(PSLn(Z)) is infinite for n ≥ 3; this last result is also true
for n = 2 (see [BB18]).
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This paper is organized as follows. Besides this introduction, the
paper contains six more sections. In Section 2, we gather some back-
ground material on representation theory of discrete groups that will
needed throughout the paper. We investigate in Section 3, connections
between the equivalence relations introduced above and study rigidity
properties of subgroups with respect to these equivalence relations. In
Section 4, we prove Theorem 4.3 about rigidity of subgroups with the
spectral gap property, which is a more general version of Theorem A.
In Section 5, we study subgroups of a group G which stabilize a point
or a probability measure for a continuous action G y X . Section 6
is devoted to the study of weakly parabolic subgroups. In Section 7,
we examine the ideal structure of C∗-algebras associated to induced
representations; we prove there Theorem 7.4 and Theorem 7.2 which
are more general versions of Theorem B and Theorem C.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The compact space of subgroups. Let G be a countable dis-
crete group. Let Sub(G) be the set of subgroups of G, endowed with
the Chabauty topology; this is the restriction to Sub(G) of the product
topology on {0, 1}G, where every subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) is identified
with its characteristic function 1H ∈ {0, 1}
G. The space Sub(G) is com-
pact and metrizable, and the group G acts continuously on Sub(G) by
conjugation:
G× Sub(G)→ Sub(G), (g,H) 7→ gHg−1.
For H ∈ Sub(G), we denote by C(H) the G-orbit of H , that is, the
conjugacy class of H. This gives rise to a first equivalence relation ∼conj
on Sub(G) for which the equivalence class of H ∈ Sub(G) is C(H). We
will introduce further equivalence relations on Sub(G) in Section 3.
2.2. C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras associated to uni-
tary representations. Let G be a countable discrete group. Every
unitary representation (π,H) of G extends uniquely to a representation
(that is, a ∗-homomorphism) π : C[G] → B(H) of the group algebra
C[G] of finitely supported functions on G given by
π(f) =
∑
s∈G
f(s)π(s) for f ∈ C[G].
The C∗-algebra C∗pi(G) generated by π is the norm closure in B(H) of
the ∗-algebra {π(f) | f ∈ C[G]}. The von Neumann algebra W ∗pi (G)
generated by π is the closure in B(H) of C∗pi(G) for the strong (or weak)
operator topology.
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Recall that the maximal C∗-algebra C∗(G) of G is the completion
of C[G] of G with respect to the norm
f 7→ sup
pi∈Rep(G)
‖π(f)‖,
where Rep(G) is the set of unitary representations of G on a separable
Hilbert space. Every π ∈ Rep(G) extends uniquely to a surjective
∗-homomorphism π : C∗(G)→ C∗pi(G).
A unitary representation (π,H) of G is factorial if the von Neumann
algebra W ∗pi (G) is a factor; in this case, π is said to be traceable (or
normal) if there exists a faithful normal (not necessarily finite) trace τ
onW ∗pi (G) and a positive element x ∈ C
∗
pi(G) such that 0 < τ(x) < +∞.
If π is irreducible, then π is traceable if and only if the C∗-algebra C∗pi(G)
contains the algebra of compact operators on H. For more details on
all of this, see Chapters 6 and 17 in [Dix77].
For every subgroup H of G, the injection map i : H → G extends
to a ∗-homomorphism i∗ : C
∗(H) → C∗(G) which is injective, and so
C∗(H) can be viewed as a subalgebra of C∗(G).
We denote by (λG, ℓ
2(G)) the (left) regular representation of G. The
associated C∗-algebra C∗λG(G) is called the reduced C
∗-algebra of G
and will be denoted by C∗red(G). The Dirac function δe at the neutral
element e ∈ G extends uniquely to a bounded trace τG on W
∗
λG
(G),
called the canonical trace on G.
2.3. Weak containment and Fell’s topology. Let G be a countable
discrete group. Recall that ρ ∈ Rep(G) is weakly contained in π ∈
Rep(G), in symbols ρ ≺ π, if
‖ρ(x)‖ ≤ ‖π(x)‖ for all x ∈ C∗(G),
or, equivalently, if C∗ ker π ⊂ C∗ ker ρ, where C∗ ker π and C∗ ker ρ
denote the kernels of the extensions of π and ρ to C∗(G). The repre-
sentations π and ρ are weakly equivalent, in symbols ρ ∼ π, if π ≺ ρ
and ρ ≺ π.
We equip Rep(G) with Fell’s topology (see Appendix F in [BdlHV08]
or [Dix77]): a sequence (πn)n in Rep(G) converges to π ∈ Rep(G) if
every function of positive type associated to π is the pointwise limit of
sums of functions of positive type associated to πn as n→∞; when π
is cyclic with cyclic vector ξ, it suffices to check this for the function of
positive type g 7→ 〈π(g)ξ | ξ〉 associated to ξ.
Convergence in Rep(G) can be expressed in terms of weak contain-
ment: limn πn = π if and only if π ≺ ⊕kπnk for every subsequence
(πnk)k of (πn)n.
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2.4. States on C∗-algebras associated to unitary representa-
tions. We recall a few facts about states of C∗-algebras (for more
details, see Chap. 2 in [Dix77]).
Let A be a unital C∗-algebra, with unit element 1A. A state of A
is a positive linear functional ϕ on A with ϕ(1A) = ‖ϕ‖ = 1. The set
of states of A, denoted S(A), is a convex and compact subset of the
unit ball of the dual space A∗, where A∗ is endowed with the weak*
topology. Observe that in the case A = C(X) for a compact space X,
the state space S(A) is the space Prob(X) of probability measures on
X .
Assume that B is a unital C∗- subalgebra of A. Then every state
of B extends to a state of A. If C is a quotient C∗-algebra of A, then
every state of C lifts to a state of A and so we can view S(C) as weak*
closed subset of S(A).
Let G be a discrete group and π be a unitary representation of G.
There is natural (right) action G y S(C∗pi(G)) on the state space of
C∗pi(G) given by
g · ϕ(T ) = ϕ(π(g)Tπ(g−1)),
for g ∈ G, ϕ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)), and T ∈ C
∗
pi(G).
Let π, ρ be unitary representations of G. Viewing S(C∗pi(G)) and
S(C∗ρ(G)) as subsets of S(C
∗(G)), we have:
ρ ≺ π ⇐⇒ S(C∗ρ(G)) ⊂ S(C
∗
pi(G)).
Assume, moreover, that ρ is cyclic; then ρ ≺ π if and only if the state
T 7→ 〈ρ(T )ξ | ξ〉 belongs to S(C∗pi(G)), where ξ is a unit cyclic vector
for ρ. In particular, for π ∈ Rep(G), we have
λG ≺ π ⇐⇒ τG ∈ S(C
∗
pi(G)),
where τG ∈ S(C
∗
λ(G) is the canonical trace on G.
2.5. A few facts about induced representations. Let G be a
countable discrete group. We collect a few known facts on induced
representations IndGH σ for H ∈ Sub(G) and for a unitary represen-
tation (σ,K) of H. Recall that IndGH σ of G may be realized as follows.
Let H be the Hilbert space of maps F : G → K with the following
properties
(i) F (xh) = σ(h−1)F (x) for all x ∈ G, h ∈ H ;
(ii)
∑
x∈G/H ‖F (x)‖
2 <∞.
The induced representation π = IndGH σ is given on H by left transla-
tion:
(π(g)F )(x) = F (g−1x) for all g ∈ G, F ∈ H and x ∈ G.
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We give a decomposition of the restriction of IndGH σ to another sub-
group L in terms of induced representations of L and we recall how
amenability of H or G can be expressed in terms of topological prop-
erties of IndGH σ.
For H ∈ Sub(G), σ ∈ Rep(H) and g ∈ G, we denote by σg the
representation of g−1Hg defined by
σg(x) = σ(gxg−1) for all x ∈ g−1Hg.
The following lemma is well-known (for a proof, see for instance
Proposition 9 in [BB18]).
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a countable discrete group, H,L ∈ Sub(G) and
σ ∈ Rep(H). Let S be a system of representatives for the double coset
space H\G/L. The restriction of IndGH σ to L is equivalent to the direct
sum ⊕
s∈S
IndLL∩s−1Hs(σ
s|L∩s−1Hs).
Recall that, if π is finite dimensional unitary representation of a
group G, then π ⊗ π¯ contains the trivial representation 1G, where π¯ is
the conjugate representation of π, and π⊗ρ denotes the (inner) tensor
product of the representations π and ρ (see [BdlHV08, Proposition A.
1.12]).
Amenability of G is characterized in terms of λG by the Hulanicki-
Reiter theorem ([BdlHV08, Theorem G .3.2]):
G is amenable ⇐⇒ 1G ≺ λG ⇐⇒ π ≺ λG for every π ∈ Rep(G).
Lemma 2.2. Let π be a finite dimensional unitary representation of
G. The following properties are equivalent:
(i) π ≺ λG;
(ii) G is amenable.
Proof. The fact that (ii) implies (i) follows from the Hulanicki-Reiter
theorem. Assume that π ≺ λG. Then
π ⊗ π ≺ λG ⊗ λG ∼ λG,
where we used the fact that λG⊗ρ is equivalent to a multiple of λG for
every ρ ∈ Rep(G) (see e.g. [BdlHV08, Corollary E 1.12]). Since π ⊗ π¯
contains the trivial representation 1G, it follows that 1G ≺ λG and so
G is amenable, by the Hulanicki-Reiter theorem. 
Here is a well-known consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. For H ∈ Sub(G) and σ ∈ Rep(H), the following prop-
erties are equivalent:
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(i) IndGH σ ≺ λG;
(ii) σ ≺ λH .
In particular, if σ is finite dimensional, IndGH σ ≺ λG if and only if H
is amenable.
Proof. If σ ≺ λH , then, by “continuity of induction” (see [BdlHV08,
Theorem F.3.5]),
IndGH σ ≺ Ind
G
H λH = Ind
G
H(Ind
H
{e} 1H) = λG.
Conversely, assume that IndGH σ ≺ λG. Then (Ind
G
H σ)|H ≺ λG|H and
hence (IndGH σ)|H ≺ λH , since λG|H is a multiple of λH (see [BdlHV08,
Remark F.1.9]). By Lemma 2.1, σ is a subrepresentation of (IndGH σ)|H .
It follows that σ ≺ λH .
Assume now that σ is finite dimensional. Then, by Lemma 2.2,
σ ≺ λH if and only if H is amenable. 
2.6. Irreducible quasi-regular representations. Let G be a count-
able discrete group. Recall that H,L ∈ Sub(G) are commensurable
if H ∩ L has finite index in both H and L. The commensurator
of H in G is the subgroup, denoted by CommG(H), of the elements
g ∈ G such that gHg−1 and H are commensurable. The subgroup H
is self-commensurating if CommG(H) = H.
For H ∈ Sub(G), denote by λG/H the quasi-regular representation
of G on ℓ2(G/H), that is, λG/H = Ind
G
H 1H .
The subgroups H for which λG/H is irreducible are described by the
following classical result (see [Mac51], [Kle61], [Cor75]).
Theorem 2.4. (Mackey’s theorem)
(i) Let H be a self-commensurating subgroup of G and let σ a fi-
nite dimensional irreducible unitary representation of H. Then
IndGH σ is irreducible.
(ii) Let H and L be self-commensurating subgroups of G, and let
σ1 and σ2 be finite dimensional irreducible unitary representa-
tions of H and L, respectively. Then IndGH σ1 and Ind
G
L σ2 are
equivalent if and only if there exists g ∈ G such that
• g−1Lg = H and
• σ1 is equivalent to σ
g
2.
Let Ĝ be the unitary dual of G, that is, the set of equivalence classes
of irreducible unitary representations of G.
Let Subsc(G) be the subset ofG consisting of the self-commensurating
subgroups of G. Set
X :=
{
(H, σ) | H ∈ Subsc(G), σ ∈ Ĥfd
}
,
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where Ĥfd denotes the set of equivalence classes of finite dimensional
irreducible unitary representations ofH . There is a natural (left) action
of G on X, given by
(g, (H, σ)) 7→ (gHg−1, σg
−1
).
Denote by X/G the space of G-orbits in X. Identifying an irreducible
representation of G with its equivalence class, Theorem 2.4 can be
rephrased as follows:
Theorem 2.5. The map
Ind : X → Ĝ, (H, σ) 7→ IndGH σ
is well-defined and factorizes to an injective map X/G→ Ĝ.
3. Representation equivalent subgroups
In this section, we introduce various equivalence relations on the
space of subgroups of a discrete group, investigate connections between
them, and study rigidity properties with respect to these equivalence
relations.
3.1. Equivalence relations on the space of subgroups. Let G be
a countable discrete group and let Sub(G) be the set of subgroups of
G, endowed with the Chabauty topology as in Subsection 2.1.
Definition 3.1. Let H,L ∈ Sub(G).
• H and L are weakly conjugate (in symbols, H ∼w−conj L) if
C(H) = C(L).
• H and L are representation equivalent (in symbols, H ∼rep
L) if the associated quasi-regular representations (λG/H , ℓ
2(G/H))
and (λG/L, ℓ
2(G/L)) are unitary equivalent.
• H and L are weakly representation equivalent (in sym-
bols, H ∼w−rep L) if the associated quasi-regular representa-
tions (λG/H , ℓ
2(G/H)) and (λG/L, ℓ
2(G/L)) are weakly equiva-
lent.
It is clear that all the relations introduced above are equivalence
relations on Sub(G). We mention that all the equivalence relations we
have introduced can be defined in exactly the same way on the space
Sub(G) of closed subgroups of a general locally compact group G.
The relation of weak conjugacy is related to the notion of quasi-
orbits: given an action Gy X on a topological space X , consider the
equivalence relation ∼ defined on X by
x ∼ y if Gx = Gy.
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An equivalence class for ∼ is called a quasi-orbit for G. The space
X/ ∼, equipped with the quotient topology, is a T0 topological space
and is characterized as such by a certain universal property; quasi-
orbit spaces play an important roˆle in the theory of C∗-algebras, among
others. For more on this, see [Wil07, Chap.6].
The notion of representation equivalent subgroups (of general lo-
cally compact groups) appeared in the context of the question of the
existence of isospectral but not isometric Riemannian manifolds (see
[Sun85], [Gor09], [BPR14]).
We collect some facts about the equivalence relations on Sub(G)
introduced in Definition 3.1.
Proposition 3.2. Let H,L ∈ Sub(G). Then
(i) H ∼conj L =⇒ H ∼w−conj L;
(ii) H ∼conj L =⇒ H ∼rep L;
(iii) H ∼w−conj L =⇒ H ∼w−rep L;
(iv) H ∼rep L =⇒ H ∼w−rep L;
(v) in general, H ∼w−conj L 6=⇒ H ∼rep L;
(vi) in general, H ∼rep L 6=⇒ H ∼conj L;
(vii) in general, H ∼rep L 6=⇒ H ∼w−conj L;
(viii) in general, H ∼w−rep L 6=⇒ H ∼rep L.
Proof. (i) and (iv) are obvious.
(ii) Assume that H ∼conj L; we have to show that λG/H is equivalent
to λG/L. Indeed, if L = gHg
−1 for g ∈ G, the map U : ℓ2(G/H) →
ℓ2(G/L), defined by
Uf(x) = f(g−1xg) for f ∈ ℓ2(G/H), x ∈ G,
is a bijective linear isometry. Moreover, U intertwines λG/H and λ
g−1
G/L.
As λg
−1
G/L is unitary equivalent to λG/L, this proves the claim.
(iii) For the proof, see Corollary 3.4 below.
(v) For the proof, see Theorem 5.1 below.
(vi) There are examples of finite groups G containing non conjugate
subgroups H,L such λG/H and λG/L are equivalent (see [Be´r92, I.8]).
(vii) Let G,H and L be as in (vi); then H ∼rep L and H 6∼ conjL and
hence H 6∼ w−conjL, since G is finite.
(viii) Let G = F2 be the free group on two generators a, b and let
H be the subgroup generated by a and L = {e}. On the one hand,
λG/H is weakly contained in λG = λG/L, since H is amenable (see
Corollary 2.3). On the other hand, limn b
nHb−n = {e} and hence λG
is weakly contained in λG/H , by Corollary 3.4 below. Hence, we have
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H ∼w−rep {e}. However, λG/H is not equivalent to λG = λG/L. Indeed,
H has a non-zero invariant vector in ℓ2(G/H) and no such vector in
ℓ2(G). Hence, H 6∼ rep{e}. 
3.2. Weak conjugacy and weak representation conjugacy. We
investigate the relationship between weak conjugacy and weak repre-
sentation conjugacy of subgroups of a countable discrete group G.
The following result is a special case of a far more general result of
Fell, valid for induced representations of locally compact groups (see
[Fel64, Theorem 4.2]).
Proposition 3.3. The map
Λ : Sub(G)→ Rep(G), H 7→ λG/H
is continuous.
Proof. Let (Hn)n be a sequence in Sub(G) converging to H ∈ Sub(G).
Then 1Hn and 1H are functions of positive type on G associated to
λG/Hn and λG/H , respectively; moreover, we have
lim
n
1Hn(g) = 1H(g) for every g ∈ G,
by definition of the Chabauty topology on Sub(G). Since δH ∈ ℓ
2(G/H)
is a cyclic vector for λG/H and since 1H = 〈λG/H(·)δH | δH〉, it follows
that limn λG/Hn = λG/H in the Fell topology. 
Corollary 3.4. Let H,L ∈ Sub(G).
(i) Assume that L ∈ C(H). Then λG/L ≺ λG/H .
(ii) H ∼w−conj L =⇒ H ∼w−rep L.
Proof. (i) Let L ∈ C(H), and let Hn ∈ C(H) be such that limnHn = L.
Then, by continuity of the map Λ, it follows that
lim
n
λG/Hn = lim
n
Λ(Hn) = Λ(L) = λG/L.
Since λG/H′ is equivalent to λG/H for every H
′ ∈ C(H), we have there-
fore λG/L ≺ λG/H .
(ii) This follows immediately from Item (i) and the definitions. 
Remark 3.5. (i) The converse in Corollary 3.4.i does not hold in
general: for every amenable subgroup H of G, we have λG/H ≺
λG (see Corollary 2.3); however, H ∈ {e} only if H = {e}.
(ii) As shown in Proposition 3.2.vii, the converse in Corollary 3.4.ii
does not hold in general.
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Let Suba(G) be the subset of Sub(G) consisting of amenable sub-
groups of G. The following well-known fact (see [CM14, Corollary 4])
is another consequence of Proposition 3.3.
Corollary 3.6. Let G be countable group. Then Suba(G) is closed in
Sub(G).
Proof. Let (Hn)n be a sequence in Suba(G) converging to H ∈ Sub(G).
Then limn λG/Hn = λG/H , by Proposition 3.3. Since Hn is amenable,
we have λG/Hn ≺ λG for every n. Thus, we have λG/H ≺ λG, which
implies that H is amenable (see Corollary 2.3). 
3.3. Conjugation rigidity of subgroups. We define notions of rigid-
ity for subgroups of a countable discrete group G, related to the various
equivalence relations on Sub(G) introduced in Definition 3.1.
Definition 3.7. Let H ∈ Sub(G).
(i) H is said to be conjugation rigid if, for every L ∈ Sub(G),
we have
L ∼w−conj H =⇒ L ∼conj H(
in other words, if C(L) = C(H) =⇒ C(L) = C(H)
)
;
(ii) H is said to be representation rigid if, for every L ∈ Sub(G),
we have
L ∼w−rep H =⇒ L ∼conj H(
in other words, if λG/L ∼ λG/H =⇒ C(L) = C(H)
)
;
(iii) H is said to be strongly representation rigid if the following
holds: if IndGL σ ∼ Ind
G
H π for L ∈ Sub(G), σ ∈ L̂fd and π ∈ Ĥfd,
then there exists g ∈ G such that L = g−1Hg and σ is equivalent
to πg.
LetH be a G-invariant subset of Sub(G) andH ∈ H. One may define
conjugation rigidity, representation rigidity and strong representation
rigidity of H inside H, by allowing only subgroups L ∈ H in (i), (ii),
and (iii).
Remark 3.8. Let H ∈ Sub(G).
(i) It follows from Corollary 3.4 that if H is representation rigid,
then H is conjugation rigid.
(ii) H may be conjugation rigid without being representation rigid;
indeed, let G = F2 be the free group on two generators a, b. The
trivial subgroup H = {e} is obviously conjugation rigid; how-
ever, for L = 〈a〉, the representation λG/L is weakly equivalent
to λG (see proof of Proposition 3.2.viii), that is, H ∼w−rep L.
So, H is not representation rigid.
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(iii) Generalizing (ii), let G be C∗-simple group, that is, a group
G for which the reduced C∗-algebra C∗red(G) is simple; for large
classes examples of such groups, see [BKKO17]). Then, for
every amenable subgroup L of G, we have L ∼w−rep {e}; so,
H = {e} is conjugation rigid and not representation rigid if
G 6= {e}.
4. A class of rigid subgroups
We exhibit a class of subgroups H of G which have rigidity properties
in the sense of Definition 3.7.
Let G be a countable discrete group acting on a set X . Let πX be
the associated natural representation of G on ℓ2(X). We say that the
action G y X has a spectral gap if πX does not weakly contain the
trivial representation 1G; this is the case if and only if there exists no
G-invariant mean on ℓ∞(X). For more on group actions with a spectral
gap, see the overview [BB17].
Let H ∈ Sub(G). Observe that H is a global fixed point for the
natural action H y G/H .
Definition 4.1. We say that a subgroupH ∈ Sub(G) has the spectral
gap property if the action H y X has a spectral gap, where X =
G/H \ {H}. We denote by Subsg(G) the set of all subgroups of G with
the spectral gap property.
Remark 4.2. (i) Let H ∈ Subsg(G). Then H is the only H-
periodic point in G/H (that is, the only point with finite H-
orbit). Indeed, let O ⊂ G/H be a finite H-orbit. Then 1O is an
H-invariant non-zero function in ℓ2(G/H) and hence O = {H}.
(ii) By Lemma 2.1, a subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) has the spectral gap
property if and only if 1H is not weakly contained in the direct
sum ⊕
s∈G\H
λH/(H∩s−1Hs).
(iii) Let H ∈ Subsg(G). Then it follows from part (i) above that H
is self-commensurating. In fact, H satisfies a slightly stronger
property to be introduced in Definition 4.4 below.
We now establish a strong rigidity property of the class Subsg(G). Re-
call that traceable representations have been defined in Subsection 2.2.
Theorem 4.3. Let G be a countable discrete group and H ∈ Subsg(G).
(i) Let σ ∈ Ĥfd. Then Ind
G
H σ is a traceable irreducible representa-
tion of G.
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(ii) Let σ ∈ Ĥfd and π ∈ Ĝ. If π ∼ Ind
G
H σ, then π is unitary
equivalent to IndGH σ.
(iii) The subgroup H is strongly representation rigid inside the class
Subsc(G) of self-commensurating subgroups: if Ind
G
L σ ∼ Ind
G
H π
for L ∈ Subsc(G), σ ∈ L̂fd and π ∈ Ĥfd, then there exists g ∈ G
such that H = g−1Lg and π is equivalent to σg.
Proof. By Mackey’s theorem (Theorem 2.4), Item (iii) is a special case
of Item (ii). Item (ii) follows from Item (i), in combination with a well-
known fact about irreducible representations of C∗-algebras containing
the algebra of compact operators (see Corollary 4.1.10 in [Dix77]). So,
we only have to prove Item (i).
As a preliminary step, we first establish that H enjoys a spectral
gap property which is formally stronger than the one stated in Re-
mark 4.2.ii.
• Step 1. For every s ∈ G \H, let σs ∈ Rep(H ∩ s
−1Hs). We claim
that the direct sum
ρ :=
⊕
s∈G\H
IndHH∩s−1Hs σs
does not weakly contain any finite dimensional unitary representation
of H.
Indeed, assume, by contradiction, that ρ weakly contains a finite
dimensional unitary representation of H. Then, ρ⊗ ρ¯ weakly contains
1H . On the other hand, ρ⊗ ρ¯ is equivalent to⊕
s∈G\H
IndHH∩s−1Hs ρs,
where ρs = σs ⊗ (ρ¯|H∩s−1Hs); see [BdlHV08, Proposition E. 2.5]. So,
denoting by Ks the Hilbert space of ρs for s ∈ G \ H, there exists a
sequence (F sn)n≥1 of maps F
s
n : H → Ks in the Hilbert space of
πs := Ind
H
H∩s−1Hs ρs,
with the following properties:
•
∑
s∈G\H ‖F
s
n‖
2 = 1 for all n ≥ 1;
• limn→+∞
∑
s∈G\H ‖πs(h)F
s
n − F
s
n‖
2 = 0 for every h ∈ H.
Define, for every s ∈ G\H, a sequence (f sn)n≥1 of functions f
s
n : H → R
by
f sn(x) = ‖F
s
n(x)‖ for x ∈ H.
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Then f sn is constant on the H ∩ s
−1Hs-cosets and, for the norm of f sn
in ℓ2(H/(H ∩ s−1Hs)), we have
‖f sn‖
2 =
∑
x∈H/(H∩s−1Hs)
‖F sn(x)‖
2 = ‖F sn‖
2;
hence, ∑
s∈G\H
‖f sn‖
2 =
∑
s∈G\H
‖F sn‖
2 = 1
for all n ≥ 1. Moreover, for s ∈ G \H and h ∈ H , we have
‖(λH/(H∩s−1Hs))(h)f
s
n − f
s
n‖
2 =
∑
x∈H/(H∩s−1Hs)
∣∣‖F sn(h−1x)‖ − ‖F sn(x)‖∣∣2
≤
∑
x∈H/(H∩s−1Hs)
‖F sn(h
−1x)− F sn(x)‖
2
= ‖πs(h)F
s
n − F
s
n‖
2.
Therefore,
lim
n→+∞
∑
s∈G\H
‖(λH/(H∩s−1Hs))(h)f
s
n − f
s
n‖
2 = 0.
and so
fn :=
⊕
s∈G\H
f sn
is a sequence of almost invariant unit vectors for the representation⊕
s∈G\H
λH/(H∩s−1Hs);
this contradicts the fact that H has the spectral gap property (see
Remark 4.2.ii) and proves the claim.
• Step 2. Set π := IndGH σ for σ ∈ Ĥfd. We claim that π is an
irreducible and traceable representation of G.
Indeed, sinceH is self-commensurating, the irreducibility of π follows
from Mackey’s theorem. To prove that π is traceable, it suffices to show
that π(C∗(G)) contains a non-zero compact operator.
Let S ⊂ G be a system of representatives for the double coset space
H\G/H with e ∈ S. By Lemma 2.1, π|H is equivalent to⊕
s∈S
IndHH∩s−1Hs(σ
s|H∩s−1Hs) = σ ⊕
⊕
s∈S\{e}
IndHH∩s−1Hs(σ
s|H∩s−1Hs).
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By Step 1 above, the representation⊕
s∈S\{e}
IndHH∩s−1Hs(σ
s|H∩s−1Hs).
does not weakly contain the finite dimensional representation σ. It fol-
lows from [BB18, Lemma 6] that π(C∗(H)) contains a non-zero com-
pact operator. Since C∗(H) can be viewed as subalgebra of C∗(G), this
proves the claim and hence Item (i). 
4.1. Kazhdan subgroups. We now turn to examples of subgroups
with the spectral gap property. We need the following strengthening
of the notion of a self-commensurating subgroup.
Definition 4.4. A subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) is strongly self-commen-
surating in G if gHg−1∩H has infinite index in H for every g ∈ G\H.
Remark 4.5. (i) It follows from Remark 4.2.i that every subgroup
H in Subsg(G) is strongly self-commensurating in G.
(ii) A self-commensurating subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) is not necessarily
strongly self-commensurating. Indeed, let G = F2 be the free
group on two generators a and b. The subgroup H generated
by {bnab−n | n ≥ 1} is easily seen to be self-commensurating.
However, b−1Hb ∩H = H.
Our first main class of examples of subgroups with the spectral gap
property is given by subgroups with Kazhdan’s property (T); for an
account on Kazhdan’s property (T), see [BdlHV08].
Proposition 4.6. Let H ∈ Sub(G) be a strongly self-commensurating
subgroup with property (T). Then H ∈ Subsg(G).
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that the action H y X does not
have a spectral gap, where X = G/H \ {H}. Then (see Remark 4.2.ii)
1H is weakly contained in the direct sum⊕
s∈G\H
λH/H∩s−1Hs.
Since H has property (T), this implies 1H is contained in λH/H∩s−1Hs,
for some s ∈ G \ H. Then H ∩ s−1Hs has finite index in H and this
contradicts the fact that H is strongly self-commensurating. 
It follows from Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.3 that strongly self-
commensurating Kazhdan subgroups are strongly representation rigid
inside the class Subsc(G) of self-commensurating subgroups. We do not
know whether such subgroups are representation rigid (or strongly rep-
resentation rigid) inside the whole of Sub(G). However, as we now show,
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they are conjugation rigid. Indeed, as Kazhdan groups are finitely gen-
erated, this follows from the following proposition.
Proposition 4.7. Let H be a strongly self-commensurating finitely
generated subgroup of G. Then H is conjugation rigid: if L ∈ Sub(G)
is such that C(L) = C(H), then L is conjugate to H.
Proof. As C(L) = C(H), we have limn xnLx
−1
n = H and limn ynHy
−1
n =
L for sequences (xn)n, (yn)n in G. Since H is finitely generated, it fol-
lows from the definition of the Chabauty topology that there exists
n0 ≥ 1 such that H ⊂ xnLx
−1
n for every n ≥ n0. As
lim
n
xn0ynHy
−1
n x
−1
n0
= xn0Lx
−1
n0
and, again, as H is finitely generated, there exists n1 ≥ 1 such that
H ⊂ xn0ynHy
−1
n x
−1
n0 for all n ≥ n1.
Since H is strongly self-commensurating, it follows that xn0yn ∈ H ,
that is, xn0ynHy
−1
n x
−1
n0 = H, for all n ≥ n1. Hence, xn0Lx
−1
n0 = H. 
Remark 4.8. The set of Kazhdan subgroups is in general neither
closed nor open in Sub(G), as the following examples show.
• Let G =
⋃
n∈NHn be an inductive limit of a strictly increasing
family of finite subgroups Hn. Then every Hn has property (T)
but limnHn = G does not have property (T), as it is not finitely
generated.
• The sequence of the subgroups Hn = 2
nZ of G = Z, which
of course do not have property (T), converges to the Kazhdan
subgroup {e}.
4.2. A-normal subgroups. We are going to introduce our second
class of examples of subgroups with the spectral gap property.
Recall that a subgroupH of G is said to bemalnormal (respectively
weakly malnormal) if H ∩ gHg−1 = {e} (respectively H ∩ gHg−1 is
finite) for every g ∈ G \ H. For the relevance of this notion in group
theory and operator algebras, see [LS01] and [PV08]). We introduce a
class of subgroups which contains all weakly malnormal subgroups.
Definition 4.9. A subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) is said to be a-normal if
H∩gHg−1 is amenable for every g ∈ G\H.We denote by Suba−norm(G)
the set of all a-normal subgroups of G.
Remark 4.10. (i) Of course, every malnormal subgroup and ev-
ery amenable subgroup is a-normal; however, we will be mainly
interested in a-normal subgroups which are not amenable.
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(ii) Every non-amenable a-normal subgroup H of G is strongly self-
commensurating in G in the sense of Definition 4.4: for g ∈
G \H , the group H ∩ gHg−1 is amenable and so cannot have
finite index in the non-amenable group H.
Proposition 4.11. Let H be a non-amenable a-normal subgroup of G.
Then H ∈ Subsg(G).
Proof. Assume by contradiction that H is not in Subsg(G), that is (see
Remark 4.2), 1H is weakly contained in the direct sum⊕
s∈G\H
λH/H∩s−1Hs.
Since H is a-normal, H ∩ s−1Hs is amenable and so λH/H∩s−1Hs is
weakly contained in λH for every s ∈ G \H (see Corollary 2.3). This
implies that 1H is weakly contained in λH , hence that H is amenable,
and this is a contradiction. 
It follows from Proposition 4.11 and Theorem 4.3 that non-amenable
subgroups in Suba−norm(G) are strongly representation rigid inside the
class Subsc(G) of self-commensurating subgroups.
We do not know whether non-amenable a-normal subgroup are rep-
resentation rigid (or strongly representation rigid) inside the whole of
Sub(G). However, as we now show, they are conjugation rigid inside
Sub(G). For this, we will need the following observation.
Lemma 4.12. The set Suba−norm(G) is a closed and G-invariant subset
of Sub(G).
Proof. Since the conjugate of an a-normal subgroup is obviously again
a-normal, Suba−norm(G) is G-invariant.
Let (Hn)n be a sequence in Suba−norm(G) converging to H ∈ Sub(G).
Let x ∈ G \H. Since
lim
n
Hn ∩ xHnx
−1 = H ∩ xHx−1
and since, by Corollary 3.6, Suba(G) is closed in Sub(G), it suffices to
show that x /∈ Hn for n large enough.
Assume, by contradiction, that x ∈ Hnk for a subsequence (Hnk)k of
(Hn)n. Then x ∈ H , by the definition of the Chabauty topology, and
this is a contradiction. 
Corollary 4.13. Let H be a non-amenable a-normal subgroup of G.
Then H is conjugation rigid: if L ∈ Sub(G) is such that C(L) = C(H),
then L is conjugate to H.
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Proof. Let L ∈ Sub(G) be such that C(L) = C(H). Then L is a-normal,
by Proposition 4.12. We claim that L is non-amenable. Indeed, since
H ∈ C(L), it would follow otherwise that H is amenable (see Corol-
lary 3.6) and this contradicts our assumption. The claim now follows
from Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 4.3. 
5. Point-stabilizers of topological actions
In this section, we study classes of subgroups of a group G which
arise as stabilizers of points for certain actions Gy X on a topological
space X.
5.1. Continuity points of the stabilizer map. Given an action
Gy X of G on a Hausdorff topological space X by homeomorphisms,
let Stab : X → Sub(G) be the G-equivariant map defined by
Stab(x) = Gx for x ∈ X,
where Gx = {g ∈ G : gx = x} is the stabilizer of x in G.
For x ∈ X, denote by G0x the (normal) subgroup of Gx consisting
of all g ∈ G for which there exists a neighbourhood Ug of x such that
gy = y for all y ∈ Ug. It is easy to show that Stab : X → Sub(G)
is continuous at x ∈ X if and only if Gx = G
0
x; moreover, the set of
continuity points of this map is a dense Gδ-subset of X if X is a Baire
space (for the elementary proof of these facts, see Lemmas 2.2 and
Proposition 2.4 in [LBMB18]).
The following result, announced in Proposition 3.2, shows that, in
particular, the equivalence relations ∼w−conj and ∼rep on Sub(G) are
not comparable in general.
Recall (see [CFP96]) that Thompson’s group T is the group of ori-
entation preserving homeomorphisms of the circle S1 = R/Z, which
are piecewise linear, with only finitely many breakpoints, all at dyadic
rationals, and with slopes all of the form 2k for k ∈ Z. Thompson’s
group F is the stabilizer in T of the point 1 ∈ S1.
As is well-known and easy to check, the action T y S1 is minimal.
Recall that an action Gy X of a group G on a topological space X is
said to be minimal if the G-orbit Gx is dense in X for every x ∈ X .
Theorem 5.1. Let G be Thompson’s group T and consider its action
on S1. Let x, y ∈ S1 and let σ and ρ be finite dimensional irreducible
unitary representations of Gx and Gy, respectively.
(i) The representation IndGGx σ is irreducible.
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(ii) The representations IndGGx σ and Ind
G
Gy ρ are equivalent if and
only if there exists g ∈ G such that gx = y and ρ is equivalent
to σg
−1
.
(iii) Assume that y /∈ Gx; then Gx 6∼rep Gy.
(iv) Assume that x, y ∈ S1 \ {e2piiθ | θ ∈ Q}; then Gx ∼w−conj Gy.
Proof. Assume that x 6= y. We claim that Gx∩Gy has infinite index in
Gx or, equivalently, that the Gx-orbit of y is infinite. Indeed, it follows
from Lemma 4.2 in [CFP96] that every orbit of G1 ∩ Gx = F ∩ Gx in
S1 \ {x, 1} is infinite and it is clear that the Gx-orbit of 1 is infinite if
x 6= 1.
Let g ∈ G \Gx. Then, by what we have just shown, Gx ∩ gGxg
−1 =
Gx ∩Ggx has infinite index in Gx. Hence, CommG(Gx) = Gx.
Moreover, we have Gy = gGxg
−1 for some g ∈ G if and only if
Gy = Ggx, that is, if and only if y = gx. So, Items (i) and (ii) follow
from Mackey’s Theorem 2.4.
Item (iii) is a direct consequence of Item (ii).
To prove Item (iv), note that S1 \ {e2piiθ | θ ∈ Q} is contained in the
set C of continuity points of the map Stab : S1 → Sub(G).
Let SG(S
1) be the closure of {Gz | z ∈ C} in Sub(G). Since T y S
1
is minimal, the action Gy SG(S
1) is minimal, by [Gla15, Proposition
1.2]. It follows that Gx ∼w−conj Gy for all x, y ∈ C. 
Remark 5.2. Consider the action of Thompson group T on S1; the
closure in Sub(T ) of the set {Tz | z ∈ C}, which appeared in the proof
of Theorem 5.1, is the stabilizer URS (short for “uniformly recurrent
subgroup”) for T y S1 in the sense of [Gla15]; this URS has been
completely described in [LBMB18, Proposition 4.10].
We apply now the result (Proposition 3.3) on the continuity of the
map
Λ : Sub(G)→ Rep(G), H 7→ λG/H
to point-stabilizers of a topological action of a group G.
Proposition 5.3. Let Gy X be an action of G on a Hausdorff topo-
logical space X.
(i) Let x ∈ X and let z ∈ Gx be such that Gz = G
0
z. Then Gz
belongs to the closure of the conjugacy class C(Gx) of Gx; in
particular, λG/Gz ≺ λG/Gx.
(ii) Let x ∈ X be such that Gx contains a point with trivial stabilizer
and H be a subgroup of Gx. Then {e} belongs to the closure of
C(H) and λG ≺ λG/H .
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Proof. For Item (i), note that by assumption, Stab : X → Sub(G)
is continuous at z and z ∈ Gx. Thus, we have Gz ∈ C(Gx), and
Proposition 3.3 implies that λG/Gz ≺ λG/Gx .
To show Item (ii), let z ∈ Gx be such that Gz = {e}. We have
trivially Gz = G
0
z; hence, {e} ∈ C(Gx), by Item (i). It follows from
the definition of the Chabauty topology that {e} ∈ C(H) for every
subgroup H of Gx. This, together with Proposition 3.3, implies that
λG ≺ λG/H . 
Recall that an action Gy X of G on a Hausdorff topological space
X is called topologically free if, for every g ∈ G\{e}, the set Fix(g) =
{x ∈ X | gx = x} of fixed points of g has empty interior in X . Observe
that, for such an action, the set of points x ∈ X with Gx = {e} is
a dense (and in particular, non empty) subset of X, provided X is a
Baire space; indeed, the set of continuity points of the stabilizer map
X → Sub(G) is dense, as mentioned at the beginning of this section.
A Hausdorff topological spaceX is called extremally disconnected
(or Stonean) if the closure of every open set of X is open. A relevant
fact about these spaces is the following result from [Fro71].
Lemma 5.4. Let X be an extremally disconnected topological space.
The fixed point set of every homeomorphism of X is open. In particular,
if G y X is an action of a group G on X, then Gx = G
0
x for every
x ∈ X and so the map Stab : X → Sub(G) is continuous.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.4
and Proposition 5.3.
Corollary 5.5. Let Gy X be a minimal action of G on an extremally
disconnected topological space X. Then Gx ∼w−rep Gy for all x, y ∈ X.
5.2. Boundary actions. We turn our attention to subgroups which
are point-stabilizers of boundary actions of a countable group G.
Let X be a compact topological space. Recall that an action Gy X
of G on X is said to be strongly proximal if, for every probability
ν ∈ Prob(X) on X , the weak* closure of the orbit Gν contains some
point measure δx, x ∈ X . The action G y X is called a boundary
action or a G-boundary if it is both minimal and strongly proximal.
By [Fur73], every group G admits a universal boundary ∂FG, called
the Furstenberg boundary: ∂FG is a G-boundary and every G-
boundary is a continuous G-equivariant image of ∂FG. Moreover, it is
known that ∂FG is extremally disconnected (see [KK17, Remark 3.16]
or [BKKO17, Proposition 2.4]).
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It follows from Lemma 5.4 that, if X is extremally disconnected,
then Gy X is topologically free if and only if Gy X is free, that is,
Fix(g) = ∅ for every g ∈ G \ {e}.
C∗-simple groups have been characterized in [KK17] in terms their
actions on boundaries as follows (see also [BKKO17]).
Theorem 5.6. [KK17] Let G be a discrete group. The following prop-
erties are equivalent:
(i) G is C∗-simple;
(ii) the action Gy ∂FG is free;
(iii) there exists a topologically free boundary action Gy X.
Recall that the amenable radical of a group G is the unique largest
amenable normal subgroup ofG. A long well-known fact (see [BCdlH94,
Lemma p.289]) is that a group with a non-trivial amenable radical is not
C∗-simple; examples of non C∗-simple groups with a trivial amenable
radical have been given in [LB17].
Proposition 5.7. Let G be a countable group which is not C∗-simple
and let Gy ∂FG be the Furstenberg boundary action.
(i) For every x ∈ ∂FG, the stabilizer Gx is non-trivial and amenable.
(ii) For any x, y ∈ ∂FG, we have Gx ∼w−conj Gy.
(iii) For every x ∈ ∂FG, we have Gx 6∼w−rep {e}.
(iv) Assume that the amenable radical of G is trivial. Then there
exists an uncountable subset A of ∂FG such that, for every
x, y ∈ A with x 6= y, we have Gx 6∼conj Gy.
Proof. Since G is not C∗-simple, Item (i) follows from Theorem 6.2 in
[KK17] and from its proof (see also Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.7
in [BKKO17]).
As ∂FG is extremally disconnected, the map Stab : ∂FG→ Sub(G) is
continuous (see Lemma 5.4). Since Gy ∂FG is minimal, the action of
G on {Gx | x ∈ ∂FG} is also minimal. This implies that Gx ∼w−conj Gy,
for any pair of points x, y ∈ ∂FG, and therefore proves Item (ii).
Let x ∈ ∂FG. Since Gx is non-trivial, it follows from [BKKO17,
Proposition 3.5] that λG 6≺ λG/Gx and hence Gx 6∼w−rep {e}. This
proves Item (iii).
By Item (i) and [LBMB18, Proposition 2.18(iii)], the set {Gx | x ∈
∂FG} is uncountable, provided G has a trivial amenable radical. Since
G is countable, this implies Item (iv). 
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5.3. A criterion for C∗-simplicity. We give a sufficient condition
for the C∗-simplicity of a countable group G in terms of a dynamical
property of non necessarily compact G-spaces.
Proposition 5.8. Let G y Y be a non-topologically free boundary
action of G, and let G y X be a topologically free minimal action of
G on a Baire space X. For every y ∈ Y , the subgroup Gy has no global
fixed point in X.
Proof. Since G y Y is a non-topologically free boundary action, the
quasi-regular representation λG/Gy does not weakly contain the regular
representation λG for any y ∈ Y , by [BKKO17, Proposition 3.5].
Assume, by contradiction, that Gy fixes a point x ∈ X. Since G y
X is minimal and topologically free, Gx = X contains a point with
trivial stabilizer. Proposition 5.3 implies that λG ≺ λG/Gy and this is
a contradiction. 
Example 5.9. Let T and F be the Thompson groups.
(i) The standard action T y S1 is a non-topologically free bound-
ary action and F is a point-stabilizer for this action. Let T y X
be a topologically free minimal action of T on a Baire space X .
It follows from Proposition 5.8 that F has no global fixed point
in X .
(ii) Let T y K be a minimal action of T on a compact spaceK such
that F stabilizes a point in K. The rigidity result on minimal
actions of T on compact spaces from [LBMB18, Theorem 1.8],
combined with (i), shows that T y K factors onto the standard
action T y S1.
As a consequence of Proposition 5.8, we obtain a sufficient condition
for C∗-simplicity of a group.
Corollary 5.10. Let G be a group with the following property: for
every amenable subgroup H ∈ Sub(G), there exists a topologically free
minimal action G y X on a Baire space X such that H fixes a point
in X. Then G is C∗-simple.
Proof. For each y ∈ ∂FG, the stabilizer Gy is amenable and hence fixes
a point x ∈ X, by assumption. Proposition 5.8 implies that Gy ∂FG
is topologically free; therefore, G is C∗-simple (see Theorem 5.6). 
Example 5.11. Let G be a torsion-free word hyperbolic group and
let G y ∂G be its the action on its Gromov boundary. Then every
amenable subgroup of G is infinite cyclic (see e.g. [KB02, Theorem
12.2]) generated by a loxodromic element, hence fixes two points in
∂G.
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5.4. Examples of a-normal subgroups. In this subsection, we give
some examples of classes of a-normal subgroups as defined in Subsec-
tion 4.2.
Example 5.12. Let G = ∗iHi be a free product of countable discrete
groups Hi. It follows from the definition of the free product that, for
every factor group Hi and every s /∈ Hi, we have sHis
−1 ∩ Hi = {e}.
Hence, every factor Hi is an a-normal subgroup of G. If, in addition,
a factor group Hi is non-amenable, then Hi ∈ Subsg(G).
We can determine when two factor groups in a free product are
weakly representation equivalent.
Proposition 5.13. Let G = H1 ∗H2 be the free product of non-trivial
countable groups H1 and H2, at least one of which is of order bigger
than two. Then H1 ∼w−rep H2 if and only if both H1 and H2 are
amenable.
Proof. The group G is C∗-simple (see for instance [PS79]). Assume
that H1 and H2 are amenable. Then, by [BKKO17, Theorem 1.2], we
have
λG/H1 ∼ λG ∼ λG/H2 .
Conversely, assume that H1 is non-amenable. Since H1 is a-normal
(see Example 5.12), it follows H1 is conjugation rigid, by Corollary
4.13. On the other hand, H1 6∼conj H2, by definition of the free product.
Hence, λG/H1 6∼w−rep λG/H2 . 
The subgroups Hi from Proposition 5.13 are examples of maximal
parabolic subgroups of relatively hyperbolic groups, in the sense of
Bowditch [Bow12], which in turn are special cases of convergence groups
(see [Yam04] and [Bow98] for more details).
Definition 5.14. (i) A discrete group G is a convergence group
if it admits an action Gy X by homeomorphisms on a perfect
compact Hausdorff space such that the induced action on the set
of distinct triples {(x, y, z) ∈ X ×X ×X | Card{x, y, z} = 3}
is properly discontinuous. In this case, we say that G y X is
a convergence action.
(ii) Let G be a convergence group. We say that a subgroup H ∈
Sub(G) is parabolic if it is infinite and if there is a convergence
action G y X such that H fixes some point of X and such H
contains no loxodromic element, that is, no element g ∈ G of
infinite order with Card(Fix(g)) = 2.
If G, H , and G y X are as in the above Definition 5.14.ii, then
H has a unique fixed point in X which is called a parabolic point.
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The stabilizer of a parabolic point is a parabolic subgroup and hence
a maximal parabolic subgroup.
Proposition 5.15. Let G be a convergence group. Let H ∈ Sub(G) be
a torsion-free maximal parabolic subgroup. Then H is malnormal and
hence a-normal. If, moreover, H is non-amenable, then H ∈ Subsg(G).
Proof. Since H ∈ Sub(G) is a maximal parabolic subgroup, there is a
convergence action Gy X as in the Definition 5.14.ii, and a parabolic
point x ∈ X such that H = Gx. Let g ∈ G\H , and let s ∈ H∩gHg
−1.
Then s fixes the pair of distinct points x and gx. Since H does not
contain any loxodromic elements, it follows s has finite order and so
s = e, as H is torsion free. Thus, H ∩ gHg−1 = {e}. 
Here is another class of actions for which point-stabilizers are a-
normal (and not necessarily malnormal).
Proposition 5.16. Let G y X be an action of the group G on a set
X. Assume that no non-amenable subgroup of G fixes more than one
point in X. Then Gx is a-normal for every x ∈ X.
Proof. Let x ∈ X and g ∈ G \ Gx. Then gx 6= x; the subgroup
Gx ∩ gGxg
−1, which fixes both x and gx, is therefore amenable. 
Example 5.17. Let K be a field and G a subgroup of GL3(K). The
standard action G y X on the projective plane X = P2(K) satisfies
the condition of Proposition 5.16 above; indeed, for distinct points x
and y inX , the groupGx∩Gy is conjugate inside GL3(K) to a subgroup
of the group
L :=

 ∗ 0 ∗0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗

 ;
since L is amenable, it follows that Gx ∩Gy is amenable. Hence Gx is
a-normal for every point x ∈ X .
6. Weakly parabolic subgroups
In this section, we study subgroups of a group G which stabilize a
probability measure on a G-boundary.
6.1. Weakly parabolic subgroups: definition and examples.
Let X be a compact space. Recall that the space Prob(X) of proba-
bility measures on X, endowed with the weak* topology, is a compact
space. Assume that we have an action G y X of a group G on X .
Then G acts on Prob(X) through ν 7→ g∗ν, where g∗ν is the image of
ν ∈ Prob(X) under the map x 7→ gx for g ∈ G.
We introduce our second main class of subgroups of G.
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Definition 6.1. Let G be a countable group. We say that a sub-
group H of G is weakly parabolic, if there exists a topologically free
boundary action G y X such that H has a fixed point in Prob(X).
We denote by Subw−par(G) the set of weakly parabolic H ∈ Sub(G).
Remark 6.2. Let G be a group which admits a topologically free
boundary action Gy X .
(i) The group G is C∗-simple, by Theorem 5.6.
(ii) The set
{H ∈ Sub(G) | H has a fixed point in Prob(X)}
is a closed and G-invariant subset of Sub(G). It follows that
Subw−par(G) is a G-invariant subset of Sub(G).
Example 6.3. (i) Let G be a group which admits a topologically
free boundary action. Then every amenable subgroup of G belongs
to Subw−par(G). Indeed, if H y X is an action of an amenable group
on a compact space X, then H has a fixed point in Prob(X).
(ii) Let G y X be a topologically free boundary action of a group G.
Let x ∈ X . Every subgroup of the point-stabilizer Gx of x is weakly
parabolic. Here is a specific example.
• Let G = PGLn(Q) for n ≥ 2 and let G y X be the standard
action on the projective space X = P(kn), where k is the field
R of real numbers or the field Qp of p-adic numbers. Let x
be the image in P(kn) of some vector from Qn \ {0}. Then
the point stabilizer Gx is isomorphic to the semi-direct product
PGLn−1(Q) ⋉ Q
n−1, given by the standard linear action on
Qn−1.
(iii) Let Gy X be a continuous action of a locally compact group G
on a compact space X. Let G be a countable (not necessarily discrete)
subgroup ofG such that the restricted action Gy X is a topologically
free boundary action of G. Let H be an amenable closed subgroup of
G. Then every subgroup H of G∩H belongs to Subw−par(G). Indeed,
the locally compact amenable group H stabilizes a probability measure
on X and the claim follows. Here are two specific examples.
• For n ≥ 2, we claim that H = POn(Q), the (projective) group
of orthogonal matrices with rational entries, is a weakly para-
bolic subgroup of G = PGLn(Q). Indeed, let G = PGLn(R)
and G y X the standard action on X = P(Rn). The action
G y X is a topologically free boundary action and H is con-
tained in the compact subgroup POn(R) of G. Observe that H
is not amenable when n ≥ 3, as it is dense in POn(R) and so
contains non abelian free subgroups.
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• For n ≥ 2, we claim that H = PSLn(Z) is a weakly parabolic
subgroup of G = PSLn(Q). Indeed, let G = PSLn(Qp) for a
prime integer p andGy X the standard action onX = P(Qnp).
The action Gy X is a topologically free boundary action and
H is contained in the compact subgroup PSLn(Zp) of G.
6.2. Some properties of weakly parabolic subgroups. The fol-
lowing property of weakly parabolic subgroups will be a crucial tool in
the study of their associated C∗-algebras (see the proof of Theorem 7.2).
Recall that a map Φ : A → B between two unital C∗-algebras is unital
if Φ(1A) = 1B and that Φ is positive if Φ(T ) ≥ 0 for every T ∈ A with
T ≥ 0.
Proposition 6.4. Let G be a countable group and H ∈ Subw−par(G).
Then there exist a topologically free boundary action G y X and a
linear isometric map C(X)→ ℓ∞(G/H) which is G-equivariant, unital
and positive.
Proof. Since H ∈ Subw−par(G), there exists a topologically free bound-
ary action G y X such that X admits an H-invariant probability
measure ν. Consider the Poisson transform Pν : C(X) → ℓ
∞(G/H),
defined by
Pν(f)(gH) =
∫
X
f(gx)dν(x) for f ∈ C(X), g ∈ G.
It is clear that Pν is linear, G-equivariant, unital and positive. So, Pν
induces a G-equivariant map Φ : G/H → Prob(X), given by
Φ(gH)(f) = Pν(f)(gH) for f ∈ C(X), g ∈ G.
Since G y X is a boundary action, the range of Φ consists exactly of
the point measures δx for x ∈ X (see [Fur73, Proposition 4.2]). So,
there exists a surjective map ϕ : G/H → X such that Φ(gH) = δϕ(gH)
for every g ∈ G. It follows that Pν is isometric; indeed, let f ∈ C(X).
Then
sup
g∈G
|Pν(f)(gH)| = sup
g∈G
|Φ(gH)(f)|
= sup
g∈G
|f(ϕ(gH))|
= sup
x∈X
|f(x)|.

The next result generalizes the well-known fact that a C∗-simple
group contains no non-trivial amenable normal subgroup. Recall that,
if Subw−par(G) 6= ∅, then G is C
∗-simple (Remark 6.2).
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Proposition 6.5. Let G be a countable group. Then Subw−par(G) con-
tains no non-trivial normal subgroup of G.
Proof. Let N be a normal subgroup of G, and suppose there is a
topologically free boundary action G y X and an N -invariant ν ∈
Prob(X). Since N is normal, g∗ν is N -invariant for every g ∈ G. As
Gy X is a boundary action, the point measure δx belongs to the the
weak*-closure of {g∗ν | g ∈ G} for every x ∈ X. Hence, N acts trivially
on X and this implies that N = {e}, since G y X is topologically
free. 
Next, we establish an interesting property of the conjugacy class of
weakly parabolic subgroups.
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a countable group. For H ∈ Subw−par(G), the
following hold:
(i) {e} ∈ C(H);
(ii) λG ≺ λG/H .
.
Proof. Let G y X be a topologically free boundary action such that
H stabilizes a probability measure ν on X . Let x ∈ X be a point with
trivial stabilizer. Then δx ∈ Prob(X) has a trivial stabilizer. Since
G y X is a boundary action, δx belongs to the weak*-closure of Gν.
Proposition 5.3.ii applied to the action Gy Prob(X) shows that Items
(i) and (ii) hold, since H ⊂ Gν . 
Remark 6.7. We will give below (Theorem 7.2) a much stronger ver-
sion of Theorem 6.6.ii.
A subgroup H ∈ Sub(G) is recurrent if {e} does not belong to the
closure of C(H) for the Chabauty topology; this notion was introduced
in [Ken] and used there (see Theorem 1.1) to give the following char-
acterization of C∗-simplicity: a discrete group G is C∗-simple if and
only if G has no amenable recurrent subgroup. Since amenable sub-
groups are weakly parabolic (provided Subw−par(G) 6= ∅), the following
corollary of Theorem 6.6 strengthens one implication in this result.
Corollary 6.8. Let G be a countable group. Then Subw−par(G) con-
tains no recurrent subgroup of G.
7. C∗-algebras associated to induced representations
We are going to draw some consequences of the results from Section 4
for the primitive ideal space of a countable group G; we also study the
ideal theory of C∗-algebras associated to induced representations of
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G from subgroups which either have the spectral gap property or are
weakly parabolic.
7.1. Primitive ideal space of G. Recall that the primitive ideal
space Prim(G) of G is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
unitary representations of G for the relation of weak equivalence.
Let C∗(G) be the maximal C∗-algebra of G (see Subsection 2.2). One
may describe Prim(G) as the set {C∗ ker(π) | π ∈ Ĝ}, where C∗ ker(π)
is the kernel of the extension of the representation π to C∗(G); for all
this, see [Dix77, Chap.13].
Let
X :=
{
(H, σ) | H ∈ Subsc(G), σ ∈ Ĥfd
}
,
where Subsc(G) is the set of self-commensurating subgroups ofG. Recall
from Subsection 2.6 that G acts naturally on X and that the map
Ind : X → Rep(G), (H, σ) 7→ IndGH σ
factorizes to an injective map X/G → Ĝ, where X/G is the space of
orbits for that the natural G-action on X . This yields the map
X → Prim(G), (H, σ) 7→ C∗ ker(IndGH σ)
which factorizes through X/G.
Items (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 4.3 may be rephrased in terms of the
primitive ideal space of G in the following way.
Theorem 7.1. Let G be a countable group. The restriction of the map
X → Prim(G), (H, σ) 7→ C∗ ker(IndGH σ)
to the G-invariant subset
Xsg :=
{
(H, σ) | H ∈ Subsg(G), σ ∈ Ĥfd
}
factorizes to an injective map Xsg/G→ Prim(G).
Moreover, if C∗ ker(π) = C∗ ker(IndGH σ) for some π ∈ Ĝ and (H, σ) ∈
Xsg, then π is equivalent to Ind
G
H σ.
7.2. C∗-algebras associated to induced representations. We prove
a result about the ideal structure of the C∗-algebra generated by an
induced representation from a weakly parabolic subgroup.
In the sequel, by an ideal in a C∗-algebra A, we mean a closed two-
sided ideal of A.
Theorem 7.2. Let G be a countable group, H ∈ Subw−par(G) and
σ ∈ Rep(H). Let π := IndGH σ. The C
∗-algebra C∗pi(G) contains a
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(unique) largest proper ideal Imax that is, a proper ideal of C
∗
pi(G) which
contains every proper ideal of C∗pi(G). Moreover, the map
π(G)→ λG(G), π(g) 7→ λG(g)
extends to a surjective ∗-homomorphism C∗pi(G)→ C
∗
red(G) with kernel
Imax.
Proof. Let K be the Hilbert space of σ. Recall that the Hilbert space
H of π = IndGH σ is the space of maps F : G → K such that F (xh) =
σ(h−1)F (x) for all x ∈ G, h ∈ H and such that xH 7→ ‖F (x)‖ belongs
to ℓ2(G/H). Every f ∈ ℓ∞(G/H) defines a bounded operator M(f) on
H, given by multiplication by f :
(M(f)F )(x) = f(xH)F (x) for all x ∈ G, F ∈ H;
moreover, we have the covariance relation
(∗) π(g)M(f)π(g−1) = M(gf) for all g ∈ G,
where gf ∈ ℓ
∞(G/H) is defined by gf(xH) = f(g
−1xH).
Since H ∈ Subw−par(G), there exist a topologically free boundary
action Gy X and a linear isometric map
P : C(X)→ ℓ∞(G/H)
which is G-equivariant, unital and positive (see Proposition 6.4). Ob-
serve that P is not an algebra homomorphism in general. We will view
C(X) as a closed G-invariant subspace of ℓ∞(G/H).
Let S(C∗pi(G)) and S(B(H)) be the state spaces of C
∗
pi(G) and B(H)
(see Subsection 2.4). The action G y S(C∗pi(G)) extends to an action
Gy S(B(H)), given by the same formula:
g · ϕ(T ) = ϕ(π(g)Tπ(g−1)) for g ∈ G, ϕ ∈ S(B(H)), T ∈ B(H).
Recall that the embedding P : C(X)→ ℓ∞(G/H) preserves positiv-
ity. Hence, for ϕ ∈ S(B(H)), the map
C(X)→ C, f 7→ ϕ(M(f)),
denoted by ϕ|C(X), is a state on C(X) and is therefore given by a
probability measure onX. So, {ϕ|C(X) | ϕ ∈ S(B(H))} can be identified
with Prob(X); moreover, since C(X) is G-equivariantly embedded in
ℓ∞(G/H) and in view of the relation (∗), the restriction of the action
Gy S(B(H)) to Prob(X) under this identification corresponds to the
natural action of G on Prob(X).
From now on, we imitate some of the arguments given in the proof
of [Haa15, Theorem 4.5], adapting them to our context.
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• Step 1. Let ϕ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)) and x ∈ X . Let ϕ
′ ∈ S(A) be an
extension of ϕ. There exists a net (gi)i in G such that (gi ·ϕ
′)i converges
to a state ψ ∈ S(A) with ψ|C(X) = δx.
Indeed, let µ = ϕ′|C(X) ∈ Prob(X). Since Gy X is a boundary ac-
tion, there exists a net (gi)i in G such that limi gi ·µ = δx. By compact-
ness of S(A), by passing to a subnet if necessary, we can assume that
(gi · ϕ
′)i converges to some ψ ∈ S(A). Then limi(gi · ϕ
′)|C(X) = ψ|C(X)
and, since (gi · ϕ
′)|C(X) = gi · µ, we have ψ|C(X) = δx.
• Step 2. Let ϕ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)) and x ∈ X . Assume that gx 6= x for
every g ∈ G \ {e}. There exists a state ψ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)) which belongs to
the weak* closure of {g · ϕ | g ∈ G} such that
ψ(π(g)) = 0 for all g ∈ G \ {e}.
Indeed, let ϕ′ ∈ S(A), gi ∈ G and ψ ∈ S(A) be as in Step 1. Let
g ∈ G \ {e}. Since gx 6= x, we can choose f ∈ C(X) such that
0 ≤ f ≤ 1C(X), f(gx) = 0, and f(x) = 1.
Hence, we have 0 ≤ 1− f ≤ 1C(X) and so
0 ≤M(1C(X) − f) ≤M(1C(X)).
Therefore, (
M(1C(X) − f)
)2
≤M(1C(X) − f).
One the one hand, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it follows
that
|ψ
(
(1B(H) −M(f))π(g)
)
|2 = |ψ
(
(M(1C(X) − f))π(g)
)
|2
≤ ψ
((
M(1C(X) − f)
)2)
ψ(1B(H))
≤ ψ
(
M(1C(X) − f)
)
= 1− ψ(M(f))
= 1− f(x) = 0,
so that ψ(π(g)) = ψ(M(f)π(g)).
On the other hand, since 0 ≤ f ≤ 1C(X), we have, as above,
M(f)2 ≤ M(f).
Using the fact that ψ(T ∗) = ψ(T ) for any T ∈ B(H) and applying
again the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, it follows that
|ψ(M(f)π(g))|2 = |ψ
(
π(g−1)M(f))
)
|2
≤ ψ(π(g−1)M(f)2π(g))
≤ ψ(π(g−1)M(f)π(g))
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= ψ(M(g−1f))
= f(gx) = 0;
so, ψ(M(f)π(g)) = 0. Hence, ψ(π(g)) = 0, as claimed.
Recall (see Subsection 2.4) that we can view S(C∗ρ(G)) as a weak*
closed subset of S(C∗(G)) for every ρ ∈ Rep(G).
• Step 3. Let ϕ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)). The canonical trace τG belongs to the
weak*-closure of {g · ϕ | g ∈ G}.
Indeed, since G y X is topologically free, we can find x ∈ X with
gx 6= x for every g ∈ G \ {e}. Let ψ ∈ S(C∗pi(G)) be as in Step 2. Then
ψ(π(g)) = 0 for every g ∈ G \ {e}. Hence, ψ = τG, when ψ and τG are
viewed as elements of S(C∗(G)). This proves the claim.
• Step 4. Let ρ ∈ Rep(G) be such that ρ ≺ π. Then λG ≺ ρ.
Indeed, let ϕ ∈ S(C∗ρ(G)). Since ρ ≺ π, we can view ϕ as a state on
C∗pi(G). Hence, τG belongs to the weak*-closure of {g · ϕ | g ∈ G}, by
Step 3. As g · ϕ ∈ S(C∗ρ(G)), it follows that τG ∈ S(C
∗
ρ(G)); hence,
λG ≺ ρ, since λG is cyclic.
In particular, it follows from Step 4 that λG ≺ π and so the map
π(g) 7→ λG(g), extends to a surjective ∗-homomorphism C
∗
pi(G) →
C∗red(G). Let I be the kernel of this ∗-homomorphism. So, C
∗
pi(G)/I is
isomorphic to C∗red(G).
• Step 5. We claim that I is a proper ideal of C∗pi(G) that contains all
other proper ideals of C∗pi(G).
Indeed, observe first that I is proper since it is the kernel of a non-
zero homomorphism. Now, let J be a proper ideal of C∗pi(G). Then J
is the kernel of the extension to C∗pi(G) of a unitary representation ρ of
G. Then ρ ≺ π and hence, by Step 4, λG ≺ ρ. Therefore, J ⊂ I. 
Remark 7.3. (i) Let G be a countable group, H ∈ Subw−par(G),
and σ ∈ Rep(H). Then, for the ideal Imax as in Theorem 7.2,
we have
Imax = {0} ⇐⇒ σ ≺ λH .
Indeed, since λG ≺ Ind
G
H σ, we have (see Corollary 2.3)
Imax = {0} ⇐⇒ Ind
G
H σ ≺ λG ⇐⇒ σ ≺ λH .
In particular, for σ = 1H so that Ind
G
H σ = λG/H , we have
Imax = {0} if and only if H is amenable.
(ii) LetG be a countable group such that there exists a topologically
free boundary action G y X . Then Theorem 7.2 applied to
the case H = {e} ∈ Subw−par(G) shows that that C
∗
red(G) is
simple. Thus, Theorem 7.2 generalizes the main criterium for
C∗-simplicity of G from [KK17] (see Theorem 5.6 above).
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(iii) Let G be a countable group, H ∈ Subw−par(G) and π = Ind
G
H for
σ ∈ Rep(H). Using arguments as in the proof of [Haa15, Theo-
rem 4.5], one can rephrase Theorem 7.2 in terms of a “Dixmier
approximation property”: for every finite subset F of G\{e}
and ε > 0, there exist elements g1, . . . , gn ∈ G such that∥∥∥∥∥ 1n
n∑
i=1
π(gigg
−1
i )
∥∥∥∥∥ < ε for every g ∈ F.
Next, we examine a consequence of Theorem 4.3 for the ideal the-
ory of the C∗-algebra generated by an induced representation from a
subgroup with the spectral gap property.
Theorem 7.4. Let G be a countable group, H ∈ Subsg(G) and σ ∈
Ĥfin. Let π := Ind
G
H σ. The C
∗-algebra C∗pi(G) contains a (unique)
smallest non-zero ideal Imin, that is, a non-zero ideal such that every
non-zero ideal C∗pi(G) contains Imin.
Proof. Theorem 4.3 shows that π is a traceable irreducible representa-
tion; hence, C∗pi(G) contains the ideal I = K(H) of compact operators
on the Hilbert space H of π. Let J be a non-zero ideal of C∗pi(G) . Then
clearly JI 6= {0} and hence J∩I 6= {0}. Since I is a simple C∗-algebra,
it follows that I ⊂ J. 
For subgroups H belonging to both Subsg(G) and Subw−par(G), we
have the following consequence of Theorem 7.2 and Theorem 7.4.
Corollary 7.5. Let G be a countable group, H ∈ Subw−par(G)∩Subsg(G),
and σ ∈ Ĥfin. Let π := Ind
G
H σ.
(i) The C∗-algebra C∗pi(G) contains a smallest non-zero ideal.
(ii) The regular representation λG extends to a representation of
C∗pi(G) and the kernel of this extension is the largest proper ideal
of C∗pi(G).
(iii) There exists πmin ∈ Rep(G) with the following property: for
every ρ ∈ Rep(G) with ρ ≺ π and ρ 6∼ π, we have
λG ≺ ρ ≺ πmin ≺ π.
Proof. Items (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of Theorem 7.2
and Theorem 7.4.
Let πmin be a representation of C
∗
pi(G) with kernel the smallest non-
zero ideal Imin; the restriction of πmin to G is a unitary representation,
again denoted by πmin.
Let ρ ∈ Rep(G) with ρ ≺ π and ρ 6∼ π. The kernel J of the
extension of ρ to C∗pi(G) is a non-zero proper ideal of C
∗
pi(G). Hence,
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Imin ⊂ J ⊂ Imax, by Items (i) and (ii), with Imax the kernel of the
extension of λG to C
∗
pi(G); this means that λG ≺ ρ ≺ πmin. 
Remark 7.6. It is conceivable - but we know of no example - that, for
some groups G and subgroups H ∈ Subw−par(G)∩Subsg(G), the ideals
Imin and Imax of C
∗
λG/H
(G) coincide. If this happens, then C∗λG/H (G)
has a unique non-trivial ideal.
Example 7.7. Let G = PSLn(Z) for n ≥ 3. Let H be a standard
copy of PSLn−1(Z) inside G, that is, the image in G of, say,[
1 0
0 SLn−1(Z).
]
.
We claim that H ∈ Subw−par(G) ∩ Subsg(G).
Indeed, the fact that H ∈ Subw−par(G) is shown in Example 6.3, To
show that H ∈ Subsg(G), we have to consider the two cases: n = 3 and
n ≥ 4.
• n = 3 : Example 5.17 shows that H is a-normal. Since H is
non-amenable, we have H ∈ Subsg(G), by Proposition 4.11.
• n ≥ 4 : the subgroupH has Kazhdan’s propery (T) since n−1 ≥
3. Moreover, [1 : 0 : · · · : 0] is the unique periodic point of H in
X = P(Rn). It follows that H is strongly self-commensurating.
Hence, H ∈ Subsg(G), by Proposition 4.6.
With similar arguments, it can be shown that every standard copy of
PGLn−1(Q) inside G = PGLn(Q) belongs to Subw−par(G) ∩ Subsg(G)
for n ≥ 3.
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